The Faculty of Mathematics and Economics at the University of Ulm in Germany
invites applications for an assistant professorship (Juniorprofessur) in stochastics with
tenure track option (pay scale W1) to commence on October 1st, 2009.
We are looking for candidates with a strong research record in a modern field of
stochastics or statisitcs. The future assistant professor should be open to practical
problems and applications of stochastics. Additionally, his (or her) readiness to apply for
third-party funded research grants is required. He (or she) will contribute to the
(under)graduate teaching program in stochastics for students in mathematics,
economical mathematics and economics.
Requirements for appointment include a completed course of studies at a university,
teaching ability, and research ability, which is usually documented through an
outstanding PhD thesis.
The selection and employment procedure is based on the regulations laid down by
university law regarding the appointment of professors. Employment conditions require a
university degree, educational qualification which is normally proven by teaching
experience, and qualification for academical working which is normally proven by an
outstanding doctorate.
The appointment will initially be on the basis of a temporary civil servant status or on an
employee status for three years. Following a positive evaluation, there will be a further
three years’ extension. This assistant professorship can be tenured at a full professor's
level (pay scale W3) provided that an open professor position is available and the
assistant professor meets the requirements of high scientific qualification,
competence and performance (tenure track option).
The University of Ulm is committed to increase the share of women in research and
teaching positions and therefore explicitly encourage female candidates to apply.
Please send your application (cover letter, c.v., list of publications, list of courses taught,
certificates of academic grades as well as copies of your most important
publications/working papers) by 30. November 2008 to the Dean of the Faculty of
Mathematics and Economics, Prof. Dr. Frank Stehling, University of Ulm, D-89069 Ulm,
Germany. Please indicate on the envelope the index number 73.
Physically disabled applicants receive favourable consideration when equally qualified.

